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or the former, he leaned upon it in walking:

(TA :) or he toohaW or a staff in his hand,

to lean upon it. (Mgb.) You say also, ).¢;&.\

ilalhll [He took in his hand the 3):: or he leaned

upon the 5);: in walking]: it is a thing [i.e. a

kind of staff, or short spear,] like the and

in like manner, ')-;.53; as in the L &c.: (TA :)

and késillq 143-! He leaned -upon the staf in

walking. [(A.)

06¢

).na'- The middle, or waist, of a man or woman:

($, A, Msb, ;) i. e. the slender ‘paint above the

hips or hgunches: (Msb :) pl. ”.a.i'>. (A,See also 8)..9tr.Jl, in two places. -1 The hollow

part of the sole of the foot, which does not touch

the ground: (A,K:) pl. as above.1 The narrow part of a sandal, before the

[which are the two loops whereto is attached the

strap that passes behind the wearer’s heel]: (TA :)

or ,;,1}.;;. [the dual] signifies the narrow part

of afsandal. (IAar, TA.) -1 The part which is

between the base of the notch and the feathers of

an arrow: (A1fIn,A,"'I_(:) pl. as above.._IA way between the upper and lower parts

ofa heap of sand: (K, TA 2) or I the lower part

of a heap of sand; the thin part thereof; as also

l;.;;.;: (A, TA :) pl. as above. 1- The

place of the Q’; [or tents] of the Arabs of the

desert: :) or, as some say, of such Q”, a

clean place : (TA :) pl. as above. - (K.)

F; Cold which a man feels in his ex

tremities. (TA.)

3.1a‘, applied to a day, Painfully cold. (A,

TA:)_. Cold, as an epithet, ($,I_(,) applied to

water, (S,) and to anything. (TA.)_..A man

feeling cold [especially in his extremities: fee 1]:

to signify cold and hungry, the epithet U495 is

used. (A ’Obeyd.) _;n; [A mouth, or

front teeth,] cold, or cool, in the place that is

kissed. (A, TA. [See also ;.h'.=7>.;.])

3 L;;.;.¢'-3., (I_{,TA,) in some copies of the K

L;).;.;;., (TA,) [but the former is shown to be

the right reading by a verse cited in the TA,]

The curtailment of the superfluities of a thing;
I r 0

like )\.aJ3bl. (K,* TA.)

53-fir:-J1 [The flank; i. e. each of the ilia ;]

i. q. ; (Zj, in his “Khall; Gl-IllSt'll1;” s,

I_(;) i. <3. the [or quivering flesh] of the

side, that reaches to the extremities of the ribs:

(Zj, ibid. :) and [so in the K, but more properly

“or,"] §}.st;..n, (15,) or [:_,l§;,.9t-1.1! (JK, TA)

and 7 ,_'_,\;,..;|§.JI, (TA,) what is between the[or crest of the hip] and the lowest rib; (J K,

K, TA ;) i. e. the part from which retires each

of the lowest ribs, and in advance of which pro

jects each of the gig: [explained by the

' at web ' .v _

words Q.,'.'._.g..-.Jl ,_';.¢,e.sd, Q\._~),.¢.nJl 4;: ya): in:

but for W! ,_',.o, I read 12.3;

referring, for corroboration, to explanations of

this last word; and therefore I have rendered

the passage as above: the meaning seems evi

dently to be the part between the lowest rib and

the crest of the hip, on each side :] the thin skin

which is above the is called theso in the M, agreeably with the saying of Ibn

El-Ajdzibee, that 7;..;;>.JI and 353.43%:-.3! are syn.;

i. e., in this sense: [this assertion, however,

requires consideration; for all the explanations

of 3)-ob‘-JI are easily reconcileable:] pl.[which is also used in the sense of the sing. or

dual]. (TA.) You say )..¢1,;'_JtJ,£..;: [A
man large in the flank orlflanks]: find Lh men

tions the phrase ¢.fI,'§.Jl [Verilg she

is inflated, or swollen, in the flank or _fla-nhs];

as though the term 'a').¢\s. were applicable to

every portion [of the flank]. (TA.)_Also A

pain in the 3;-aid. [orflank]: or in the kidneys.

(TA.)_ And ‘it is also said to signify A certain

vein ((1:0) in the kidney, which occasions pain to

the person when it is in motion. (TA.)

..:
¢ 1

see art.

are! ,|

’ 1,.-an;-l [Shg1;ter: and shortest]. You' say, 1.5.5

:3!) Q1» rail This [road] is shorter than that.

see!

(A.) But this is irregular;).a.i.l being formed
1 )0)

from ).a.'~'5-l, a verb of more than three letters.

(I ’Ak p. 237.)

.44.

8).a$.-4 A thing like a whip: and anything

that a man takes with his hand, and

holds, such as a staf and the like : :) a thing

which a man takes in his hand, and upon which

he leans, such as a sta_fi' and the like: (I_(,"

TA :) a rod [or sceptre] which a_. king used to

take in his hand, with which he made signs, or

pointed, in holding a discourse, or addressing,

(A, I_(,') and accompanied what he said, (A,)

and in like manner the “ha. in reciting a

(I_{,' TA 1) it was one of the insignia of

kings: (TA :) a rod, or what is termed 532;, or

the like, with which the wk; makes signs, or

points, in addressing the people: (Mgh :) a thing

which a man holds in his hand, such as any of

the things termed L2; and and and

1» is 9 4 ’

Sjlfis and gs-,_..’b5, or the like; and upon which he

sometimes leans: (A ’Obeyd:) pl. ($,

TA.)

03»:

)4.-‘...¢, applied to a man, (TA,) Slender (K,

TA) in the waist: (TA :) lean, or lanh in the

belly: (10) or, in the s}.9m.-.. [orflank]: (TA =)

and Qbsll '),.a$-0 is also applied to a man [as

I

Q

meaning lank in the belly]. (A, TA.) _._ C._'':

Q; A thin [flank or rather waist: see a verse

of Imra-el-Keys cited voce ($, A, K.)

Dries 9 94 :0.

__3,.=."...¢ ,3? (JK, A, TA) and Ys,,.=a..

(JK,TA) I [A foot that touches the ground with

its fore part and heel; the middle of the sole

being hollow and narrow: this meaning, or a

0- it 1 4 0»

5meaning similar to that of ).a.~&..e 9.; explained

below, seems to be indicated in the TA: the

latter is the meaning accord. to the JK; but this

I think doubtful, on account of what here fol

@v/4 ;-1»;

Q-=04-ill ran’-.0 means IA man whose

feet touch the ground with the fore part and the

heel; the middle of the sole being hollow and

lows].

narrow: ($,K:) and you say also ';j,.4|-'l.4'

;, 0'51)!» 0» 10¢

(A,TA.)__3).ns.» ..\._v, or 73».a$.e,

(as in different copies of the K,) or both, (TA,)

{An arm, or a hand, in the wrist of which is

what is termed ';.=_-aij, as though it were

bound: or which has an encircling groove-like

nd'J‘0r

depression. TA.)_. 3345.» IA sandal

narrow in the middle. (S,''‘ A,‘ K, TA.)_ See

10¢ G» J I » see

also gals [A mouth, or

front teeth,] cold, or cool, in the place that is

kissed. (TA. [See also

O J0;

34.5-e A man having a complaint of, or a

pain in, liis); [or waist], or his Q’,-cl; [or

jlanh]. (TA.)._See also the next preceding

paragraph, in four places.

pl. of §',......"-_. (s, TA.)=}...\;.;

@)Lll The nearest roads or ways; ;) as also

J » '0 J

'é.,\',.=5.L’.n= (TA:) or 1 .-.s,...t:.-... signi

fies The roads, or ways, that are nedr, notwith

standing their ruggedness, but not so easy as

those that are longer. (L.)

; 4 '0 J 1 s » ,0 s

;,.»t).¢.2s..,.!\, or (5)13! _".:l)¢_:;‘.='-.4: see the para

graph next preceding.

es};-‘-=1»=. <1.<.> or 5»-in ts es};-=31.

(Mgh,) Those who, in praying in the night,

becoming tired thereby, put their hands upon

their ,.;\_;.Y. [or flanks]: of such it is said (in a

trad., lAth, K) that light shall be [seen] on their

faces (IAth, Mgh, on the day of resurrection :

(IAth,I_{:) [in other cases, this action is for

bidden, or disapproved: see 8:] or, in the in

stance mentioned above, it may mean those who

shall rest upon their righteous works on the day

of resurrection : (IAth, Mgh, TA :) this latter is

apparently the right meaning: otherwise, two

trads. contradict each other. (MF.)

M

1. [inf. n. of signifies The act of

adjoining, and putting together. (TA.).....Hence,

(TA:) Bi’;-:5 M§b1K: TA!) 8'07‘ 7! (Mgh:

K,) inf. n. (Msb,) He sewed a sole ($,

I_(,TA) [so as to make it double], covering, or

facing, one piece with another: (TA:) or he

patched a sole; mended it by sewing on another

piece. (Msb.) And He made anything double,

putting one piece upon another; he faced it.

(TA.)_And [hence,] qt; (JK,)

or U1; (S,* K,) aor. as above,

($,TA,) and so the inf. 11.; (TA;) and Y..a.e-rat;

(s,1_<;) and veteran; (1; ;) and u.;-., infi n.

M; (TA ;) IHe stuck [or sewed] the leaves

together, one to another, ($, K,‘ TA,) and covered

his person with them, leaf by leaf, to conceal

therewith his pudenda : TA :) or the first

phrase, (JK,) as also 7 M1, (Lth, JK,) gig.

nifies he (a naked man) put upon his pudenda

wide leaves, (Lth, JK,) or the like: (Lth :) you

say, 7 Mi [he covered his pudenda with

sucha thing]. (Lth,JK.) It is said in the Kur
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